The Global Prioritisation Exercise

Establishing Global Priorities for Research and Innovation in the Humanitarian System
Humanitarian financing allocated to research and development – Deloitte, WHS report
125 million
Affected by humanitarian crises 2016

< 1%
< 1% Children forcibly displaced

30 million
< 1%< 1%

20 million
Facing famine now

#jointhedots
< 1% Financing gap in 2016

#joindthedots
We must find means to do more with less!

• “The humanitarian system must harness the transformative powers of science and technology”

– WHS global consultation report

#jointhedots
Funded over 120 research and innovation programmes around the world

Work with 11 international humanitarian donors and foundations to invest strategically in research and innovation.

Host the Global Alliance for Humanitarian Innovation (GAHI)

#jointhedots
2 problems

Lack of visibility and coordination of existing investments

< 1 %

Lack of communication to potential investors on what the needs are

#jointhedots
The **Global Prioritisation Exercise** will:

Provide **greater visibility** and coordination of research and innovation efforts globally.

Establish a **clear framework** to provide strategic guidance to governments, donors and leaders to inform investment decisions.

Generate **advocacy tools** to leverage increased resources for humanitarian research and innovation.

Develop new tools to **monitor** and share global investments, priorities and progress.
Three phases of GPE

**PHASE ONE:** GLOBAL MAPPING

**PHASE TWO:** GLOBAL CONSULTATION

**PHASE THREE:** SYNTHESIS, ANALYSIS, ACTION

#jointhedots
GPE focus on children

PHASE ONE: GLOBAL MAPPING
What current investments focus on children’s issues?

PHASE TWO: GLOBAL CONSULTATION
What are the priority needs for improving how we support children in crises?

PHASE THREE: SYNTHESIS, ANALYSIS, ACTION
Where are the priority gaps and needs, advocacy and support for new investment

#jointhedots
GPE will enable us ‘join the dots’

Evolving a truly global and collaborative system working to transform the effectiveness of humanitarian response

#jointhedots
We are looking for global partners to join us

Please get in touch to find out more

Elrha.org
info@elrha.org

#jointhedots